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Two deaths

NICK Cj \MACHO

m u s t a n c ; d a il y

Students and community members gathered in the University Union last night to remember Carson Starkey, the Cal Poly freshman and SAE pledge who died Tuesday morning.

Deceased freshman
remembered by students
and community members

Sophomore dead after being
found unresponsive in dorm
G iana M agn oli
MUSTANG DAILY

R achel Glas and M arlize van R om b u rgh
MUSTANI! DAIi.^

Approximately 300 students and community members attended a candlelight vigil last
night in honor of the life of C^arson Starkey, the architectural engineering freshman who
died Tuesday morning after attending a Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) party the previous
night.
The event was organized by the brothers of SAE. Starkeys family from Texas was in
attendance.
Before the start of the vigil, crowds of people, many wearing greek letters, gathered in
the University Union. They huddled in small groups, talking amongst themselves, some
quietly wiping away tears.
Some wrote notes to Starkey and his family on a memorial panel set up nearby that
will be given to his parents.
Interfraternity council interim advisor Stephen Lamb began the vigil by asking for a
see Starkey, page 3

An electrical engineering sophomore
passed away Thursday morning after be
ing found unresponsive in the Poly C'anyon Village on-campus apartments.
Favian Mora, 19, planned to gradu
ate Cal Poly in 2011 and was a member
o f the Society of Hispanic Professional
Engineers. He graduated from Andrew P.
Hill High School in San Jose, Calif, in
2007.
Mora was found by his roommate, civil
engineering sophomore Zack Holtz.
“1 had gotten out o f bed at 7 a.m. and
heard Favians multiple tiers o f alarm
clocks buzzing from inside his room, so I

figured I’d go wake him up," Holtz wrote
in an e-mail. “ He w'ouldn’t wake, so I
rushed to the (resident adviser) who then
called the police.”
“ It’s weird.You don’t expect to wake
up finding one of your best friends lying
there in that state. No one should have to
experience that.”
An autopsy was conducted Thursday,
but the ofTicial results will have to wait
for more test results and a toxicology
screen, said Rob Bryn, San Luis Obispo
County Sheriff’s Department public inforitiation officer. The results w’ill prob
ably take at least two w’eeks, he said.
There is an investigation into Mora's
death, but so far, the death seems to be
see Mora, page 3

Carmakers’ bailout pleas hit Senate skepticism
Julie H irsch feld D avis
ASSIH I \M I) I’Kt SS

WASHlNCiTON — Desperate U S. automakers ran into
fresh obstacles from skeptical lawmakers Thursday as they ap
pealed with rising urgency — and a new dose of humility for
a $34 billion bailout. Without help, said one senator, “we’re
looking at a death sentence.”
With lawmakers in both parties pressing the automak
ers to consider a pre-negotiated bankruptcy, something they

have consistently shunned, the Big Three were contemplat
ing a government-run restructuring that could yield results
similar to bankruptcy, including massive downsizing, m re
turn for the bailout billions. But there was no assurance they
could get even that.
And that wasn’t all the unwelcome news. Congressional
officials said one leading proposal to tap an already approved
fund set aside for making cars environmentally efficient,
wouldn’t give the carmakers nearly as much money as they
say they need.

The auto executives pleaded with lawmakers at a conten
tious C'apitol Hill hearing, their second r»>und m less than a
month, for emergency aid before year’s end. But with time
running out on the current C'ongress, skepticism about the
bailout appeared to be as strong as ever.
“ In all due respect, folks. I don’t think there’s faith that the
next ... three months will work out, given the past history,”
said Sen. Charles E. Schumer, D-N.Y.
“ No thinking person thinks that all three companies can
see Bailout, page 2
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■\c."s.iid Kcpubli*.\in Sen. h o b C o r k e r ot Ininessee.
hris I )odd. eb.iirnuii ot'tlie h.inking C^oinnnttee. w.is
il I -en.itor wlio spoke ot a death sentenee. tluuigli he also
ic “ W-eVe not going to leave town w ith o u t tryi ng” te»
'lein

1he auto e.xeeiitives are to make their ease at a I louse
1 . 1 - ing on I riday. and Congress eonld lake up reseiie legis

lation next week in an eniergeney session.
iut 1)enioeratu eongressional leaders were leaning on
IK White Mouse to act on its own. Mouse Speaker Nancy
" •lONi, I )-Calit., and Senate Majoritv l eader Marry li.eid,
i)-Nev., wrote to President Ceorge W. Mush on rinirsday
iskiiig him, as they have repeatedly, to use the S7(l() billion
\Xall Street rescue tund to help the auto makers, something
tlie idinmistratitm has consistently refused to do. They ar
gued that such a course was Justified because of the poteni.il tor grave harm to the financial sector in the event of a
carmaker collapse.
Mush, too, was skeptical.
In an interview with NMC News, he said, “No matter
how important the autos are to our economy, we don’t want
to put good money after bad. In other words, we want to
make sure that the plan they develop is one that ensures their
long-term viability for the sake of the taxpayer.”
President-elect Barack Obama w'as keeping his distance,
and Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass., who has been dealing with
both the financial bailout and the auto rescue proposal, said,
“ lie ’s going to have to be more assertive than he’s been.”
Frank is chairman of the House Financial Services Commit
tee, which will conduct Friday’s hearing.
Repentant after a botched first crack at bailout pleas, the
executives from Cieneral Motors Corp., Ford Motor Cai. and
Chrysler LLC all agreed during Thursday’s session that a
multibillion-dollar bailout deal would include a supervisory
government board that could order major overhauls of the
companies if deemed necessary for survival.
United Auto Workers union President Ron Cettelfmger,
aligned with the industry in pressing for the aid, told senators
that any kind o f bankruptcy, even a prepackaged one, was not
“a viable option.” Cettelfmger said consumers would not buy

TO

GERALD HERBERT ASSOCIATED PRESS

Auto executives, from left, General Motors C hief Executive OfRcer Richard Wagoner, UAW President Ron Gettelfinger,
Ford C hief Executive OfRcer Alan Mulally, and Chrysler C hief Executive OfRcer Robert Nardelli testify on Capitol Hill in
W ashington, Thursday, before a Senate Banking Committee hearing on the auto industry bailout.

autos from bankrupt companies, no matter the terms of the
arrangement.
He also warned that without action by Congress:“ ! believe
we could lose General Motors by the end of this month.” He
said the situation was dire and time was of the essence.
The Big Three CEOs told the senators they hoped to
make amends for past blunders. “We made mistakes, which
we’re learning from,” (iM chief Rick Wagoner said. Ford
CEO Alan Mulally also acknowledged big mistakes, saying
his company’s approach once was “ If you build it, they will
come.”
“We produced more vehicles than our customers wanted,
then slashed prices,” he said. But as a result of these past mis
takes, “we are really focused,” he said.

The Bush administration wants the aid to be drawn from
an existing $25 billion program to help the industry retool its
plants to make their vehicles more fuel-efficient.
But congressional budget analysts have privately told top
Democrats that would yield only $10 billion to $15 billion in
short-term loans. Congressional officials described that find
ing only on condition of anonymity because they were not
authorized to disclose it.
The auto executives made the trip from Detroit in newmodel hybrid autos made by their respective companies, two
weeks after a first appeal for $25 billion in which they were
chided for flying on private jets to beg for money.
Cihrysler CiEO Bob Nardelli promised that his company,
see Bailout, page 3
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Bailout

M ora

continued from page 2

continued from page I

recipient of a previous government-ubsidized rescue loan in the l ‘>7(ls
tliat It repaid, would reimburse tax
payers by 2012 this time and would
devote itself to manufacturing
“fuel-efficient cars and trucks that
people want to buy.”
Asked whether the carmak
ers would agree to a setup like the
one established for C'hrysler’s 1070
bailout, with a federal restructur
ing trustee who had some of the
same powers as a bankruptcy court,
all three executives indicated they
uiHild. Ford’s Mulally added, “ I
probably need to think about that
a little bit. It sounds right, but I
just don’t know all of the implica
tions.”
Lawmakers still complained of
sticker shock, noting that the bail
out’s price tag had jumped $0 bil
lion since the trio last appeared just
two weeks ago.
Sen. Richard Shelby of Ala
bama, the senior Republican on
the Banking C^ommittee, pressed
the automakers to explain why, and
explain how the sum would not
simply “prop up a failed business
model for a few months ...and how
are you going to pay it back?”
1)eniocrats, too, questioned
whether an auto bailout would
amount to investing taxpayer mon
ey in a failing enterprise.
“Be honest and tell me ... just
tell me if things stay the way they
are now, are you going to be back
in a year” asking for more money?
asked Sen. Jon Tester, D-Mont.
Protesters who briefly inter
rupted the hearing were a reminder
of what polls show is thin public
support for a rescue. “The bailout
is a sellout!” demonstrators chant-w
ed as they were escorted from the
hearing room by police.
Dodd said he wants to help the
industry, but he also said that de
tailed plans submitted this week on
how the companies would use the
money to right themselves still left
a lot of questions unanswered. Do
ing nothing, though,“plays Russian
roulette with the entire economy
of the United States,” Dodd said.
“ Inaction is no solution.”
Cieñe L. Dodaro, the top otFicial
at C?ongress’ watchdog agency the
(loverntnent Accountability Of
fice, agreed with Dodd that the
financial industry rescue fund set
up in October “is worded broadly
enough” to permit it to be tapped
for the automakers.
1)odan> testified that the Federal
Reserve also has the authority un
der existing law to make loans to
the domestic auto industry if it so
chooses.
Dodd said that both Treasury
Secretary Henry Paulson and Fed
C!hairman Ben Bernanke had been
invited to testify at Thursday’s hear
ing but had declined. He later criti
cized the treasury chief for travel
ing to Cdiina at a time of economic
peril in the U.S.
“Tune to come home, we have
a serious problem here,” Dodd said.
“ I need the Federal Reserve to step
up as well.”
Though the current total request
is S.^4 billion. Ford’s proposal says
it might have to come back with a
second request for an additional $4
billion if the recession persists into
2010, raising the total even higher.

unrelated to substance abuse or
foul play.
“ 1 hesitate to use the term
‘natural causes,’ because there is
nothing natural about a 10-year
old dying,” University Police
Cdiief Bill Watton said.
Holtz described Mora as “en
joyable to be around” and stnneotie who “made light of any situ
ation” yet was “very studious.”
“ He was athletic, loved soccer,
the movie ‘The Dark Knight,’
and Tupac’s song ‘Cdianges,’” he
wrote.
“ 1 deeply regret his passing
and I’m duly honored he called
me his friend.”
Mora’s death comes 4H hours
after the passing of architectural
engineering freshman Carson
Starkey, who was found dead
after a fraternity party Tuesday

Starkey
continued from page I

t;OURTKSY PHOTO

moment of silence after which sev
eral students took to the podium to
share their statements about Star
kes’.
He was called “brilliant” and an
“outgoing and fun kid.”
, “Fie had this glow about him
that I can only describe as Texas
charm,” said one friend.“! wish I’d
gotten to know him longer.”
His resident adviser in his
Yosemite hall dormitory, history
junior Katie Cdiludzinski, said he
was a “shining star,” and someone
“who’s going to be very missed.”
“There’s definitely going to be a
change in our community,” a tear-

w

morning.
C!al Poly C^ounselitig Services
is offering outreach counseling
to those affected by these trag
edies. It has already had special
sessions with students, resident
advisers and housing staff in both
Starkey’s residence hall and Poly
('.anyon Village.
“ It’s such a young, healthy
population by general rule ... it’s
so shocking,” said Martin Bragg,
health and counseling services
director.
Fhere haven’t been any peo
ple calling in for help regarding
these deaths yet, but it’s still “very
fresh,” he said. People are prob
ably still “doing things in their
own way.”
Bragg also emphasized "the
need to be sensitive to Univer
sity Housing staff, since the two
students lived in on-campus resi
dence halls. “ It’s been a terrible
week for them,” he said.
Vice president of Student Af

fairs C!ornel Morton also
expressed the importance
of having outreach to stu
dents, friends, faculty and
stafT for counselimi and
support.
“ Data shows (!al Poly
to be one of the safest
campuses, but you never
know what’s going to
happen,” he said.
Mora is the third C!al
Poly student to pass away
in the last month, in ad
dition to Starkey and
business senior Frances
(diaiig, who died Nov. 10
in Sau Luis Obispo.
In the six institutions
M orton’s worked at, he
has never experienced
three student deaths in
such a short period of
time. “This is unusual,” he
said.
“(The deaths) remind every
one of the importance of being

responsible. Not only as far as al
cohol is concerned, but (as M ora’s
death showed us) how fragile life
is. Take advantage of every day.”

ful Cdiludzinski said.
Jana Scofield, Mt. Carmel Lu
theran church pastor and C!al
Poly Intertaith council co-chair,
reminded students of the support
network they have.
“Tragedies like this... really
shake us,” she said. “Some ‘why’
questions may nev'er be fully an
swered,” she said. “But something
we don’t have to wonder... is you
are not alone.”
Scofield encouraged all in at
tendance to use Starkey’s death to
better their own lives. “I hope that
when you think of Carson in the
coming years you make decisions
that honor his life,” she said.“ Live
your life in a w’ay that does mat
ter, that does honor C?arson.”
Starkey died at Sierra Vista
Regional Medical Center at
6:24 a.m. Tuesday morning af
ter being found unresponsive in
a local home. He had spent the
night at the off-campus home af
ter attending an SAE party there
Monday night. Residents of the
home found him unresponsive
at approximately 6.am. and at
tempted to perform CPR before
calling 911.
Local police are still investi
gating whether the party he at
tended was part of a pledging
event.
The results of yesterday’s au
topsy have not been released and
the results of a toxicology to see
if the death was drug or alcohol

related are not expected for sev
eral weeks, according to San Luis
Obispo police captain Dan Blanke.
C!al Poly has suspended the fra
ternity’s charter, and the national
organization of SAE has also sus
pended the C!al Poly chapter’s ac
tivities until further notice.
“It’s unfair to paint the whole
greek system as problematic,” said
(!ornel Morton, vice president for
Student Affurs.“Many involved are
responsible in regards to alcohol
and student life.”
“But, I tell them, ‘you will find

yourself under the spotlight... if
only one of you gets in trouble, be
cause the perception of greeks in
college and university life is that
they’re party animals.’”
He urged fraternities and so
rorities to take responsibility for
their actions and abide by their
risk management programs. “They
have to ensure no one in any ac
tivity sponsored by them comes to
any emotional or physical harm,”
he said.
— Miwagitig editor Giana Magnoli contrihuted to this report.
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Iraq OKs security pact; attacks kill 17
ment can tiike effect Jan. 1.
It also requires American soldiers
to leave the cities by the end of June
and depart the country by the end of
2011.
Appixwal by the presidential council
came one week after parliament signed
oft' on the agreement, which was ham
mered out during months of tough ne
gotiations that at times seemed on the
point of collapse.
Kresident Bush called Prime Minis
ter Nouri al-Maliki and President jalal
Talabani to thank them tor their work
on the pact, the White House said.
But the latest bombings underscore
the fragility of Iraq’s recent security
gains, adding new urgency to U.S. ef
forts to train and equip an Iraqi security
force capable of maintaining order after
American troops have gone home.
KARIM KADIM a s s o c ia t e d p r e s s
The tw'o Americans were killed
A wounded Iraqi policeman is brought to a hospital in Baghdad, Iraq, Thursday.
when a suicide driver detonated an ex
The man was among two policemen wounded when their patrol car was struck by a plosive-laden car near an Iraqi check
point in the northern city of Mosul,
roadside bomb.
military spokesman Lt. Col. Dave Do
herty said. Iraqi police said eight people
R obert H. Reid
ASSIX lAHJ) PRESS
were wounded, most of them civilians.
In Fallujah, once the symbol of Sunni Arab resistance to the
A security pact with a timetable to withdraw U.S. forces won U.S. occupation, truck bombers struck within minutes of each
final approval from Iraq’s government Thursday, even as suicide other outside the concrete barriers surrounding two police sta
bombers killed 17 people and wounded more than KM). Two tions in different parts of the city, killing 15 people, wounding
Americans were among the dead.
more than 1(K) and shattering nearby buildings, police and hosThe brazen attacks — the deadliest in the heavily guarded city pitil ofticials said.
of Fallujah — where the U.S. military has stro k ed for years to
An al-Qaicii fixint group, the Islamic State of Iraq, purportedly
maintain order raised questions about Iraq’s ability to ensure its claimed responsibility for the attack in a statement posted on a
own securitN' as the U.S. scales down its own combat role under militant Web site.
the newly ratified U.S.-lraqi pact, which calls for an American
The thunderous blasts could be heard across the city of about
4(K),(KM) and sent giant plumes of black smoke rising over the
pullout within three years.
Iraq’s three-member presidential council signed off on the dust-brown buildings.
pact Thursday, removing the last legal barrier so that the agree
“I was drinking tea in my house when a big e.xplosion took

place. It was like an earthquake,” said Saad Ibrahim, a 34-year-old
mechanic who lives near one of the police stations.“! could hear
the cry of a child trapped in a house. ...We tried to help him, but
the police and firefighters arrived and asked us to leave the area.”
Local authorities announced a curfew and closed all exits and
entrances to the city. Police said the blasts were so huge that in
vestigators could not find the chassis or the engines of the two
trucks used in the attacks.
“It looks like the trucks evaporated,” a senior police official
told The Associated Prt*ss.
All the police and hospital officials spoke on condition of ano
nymity because they weren’t authorized to release the informa
tion.
Northeast of Baghdad, a bomb left on a' parked motorcycle
exploded near a restaurant in Baqouba, another one-time Sunni
militant stronghold, killing three people and wounding 10, ac
cording to police at the security headquarters for the surrounding
1)iyala province.
U.S. commanders say attacks are down SO percent nationwide
since last March but that al-Qaida and other militants remain ca
pable of staging limited but high-profile attacks.
The bombings in Fallujah, 40 miles west of Baghdad in Anbar province, were significant because they show the resilience of
an insurgency that has suffered severe setbacks over the past two
years as many Sunnis turned against al-Qaida and other religious
extremists.
Fallujah was effectively the headquarters of the Sunni insur
gency until U.S. troops seized contnil of the city in November
2(K)4 after the fiercest fighting of the Iraq war.
In the aftermath, U.S. and Iraqi authorities imposed stringent
security measures, sealing off the city with checkpoints, restrict
ing vehicle movements and requiring residents to enter and leave
only after submitting to strict searches.
However, security responsibility in Anbar province was turned
over to the Iraqis last September. Since then, rt'sidents said restric
tions had been relaxed and people were allowed to enter the city
without showing special resident identification cards.
Decisions on easing security aa* going to be left inca*asingly
to the Iraqis under the security agreement that replaces a U.N.
mandate giving the U.S.-led coalition sweeping powers to con
duct military operations.
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3 U .S. residents killed in
Ciudad Juarez in 3 weeks
Francisco Maria Sagredo Villareal in
October, were related to domestic
problems, Velascos attorney Edward
Hernandez told the El Faso Times.
Juarez, a spr.iwling city of about
2 million, has been the site a bloody
drug cartel war that has killed more
than 1,4(K) people this year. Warring
cartels have been fighting for control
of the city’s lucrative drug and human
smuggling trade. Mexican autluirities
have stationed thousands of soKliers
and additional police officials in the
cirv’, but the fighting has only intensi
fied.
Cieorge W. Cirayson. a Mexico ex
V IC T O R ClALZA DA ASSOCIATE« PRESS
pert
at the ( College of William and
Abigail Arredondo o f the Border Network for Human Rights works to
Mary in Virginia, said violence in
remove a memorial cross from the fence which runs along the U.S.Juarez
and other Mexican border cit
Mexico border Wednesday in El Paso, I'exas.
ies has become so widespread in the
last year that iniuicent bystanders are
Alicia A. Caldwell
tal, ofricials said. It wasn’t immediately routine victims.
ASStX'lAn'D PRIiSS
clear w here the woman lived.
“It’s just mounting violence and I
Two other U.S. residents, Roberto think it’s going to get much w'orse,”
At least three U.S. residents have Martinez and Ruth Sagredo Velasco, Cirayson said.
been killed in (audid Juarez, Mexico, were killed in a barrage of at least 2()
Cirayson said violent crime has
in as many weeks .is the death toll shots fniin AK-47 assault rifles fired at become so common th.it crimiiuls
in the violent border city surpasses them as they dmve in a Nov. 22 fu unrelated to the battling cartels are
1,4(K).
neral procession for Sagredo’s sister.
also taking advantage of the virtu.il
The latest victim, a 32-year-old
Both Martinez and Sagredo were lawlessness.
American woman, was shot several U.S. residents living in El I’aso and
Americans have been cautioned
times Tuesday as she stood in front of working at the Texas Tech Health Sci about traveling to Mexico.
a Juarez home, Mexican police said. ences Center there.
In a travel alert issued in C')ctoThe woman was taken across the Kio
The killing of Velasco, her sister ber, U.S. Sute Department ofricials
(irande back into El Paso, where she Canthia Judith Sagredo Escobedo warned that “the situation in Ciiudad
died on the way to the countN' hospi just a few' d.iys earlier, and her father Juaa'z is of special concern.”

U.S. mulls unusual tactic as
Blackwater charges loom
dispatched FBI agents to Iraq to investigate.
The company is not a target in the case and Blackwa
ASSiXIATU) PRESS
^
ter has cooperated with investigators.
“The company has consistently said that we do not be
Blackwater Worldwide guards'involved in the dead
ly 2(M)7 Baghdad shooting of Iraqi civilians could face lieve the individuals acted unlawfully,” company spokes
mandatory 3(>-year prison sentences under an aggressive woman Anne Tyrrell said Thursday. “If it is determined
anti-drug law being considered as the Justice Departfnent that an individual acted improperly, Blackwater would
support holding that person accountable.”
readies indictments, people close to the case said.
Fnisecutors questioned dozens of witnesses in the case,
enlarges could be announced as early as Monday for
including
the father of a young boy killed in the shooting.
the shooting, which left 17 civilians dead and strained
U.S. relations with the fledgling Iraqi government. Pros The investigation has focused on between three and six
ecutors have been reviewing a draft indictment and con guards who could face charges.
The 30-year minimum sentence w-as passed as part of
sidering manslaughter and assault charges for weeks. A
a
broad
law passed in the final days of the Reagan admin
team of prxisecutors returned to the grand jury ixxiin
istration. It created the position of drug czar and boosted
Thursday and called no witnesses.
penalties
for violence and drug crimes.
Though drugs were not involved in the Blackwater
“C^ur ultimate destination: a drug-free America,” Pres
shcH)ting, the Justice 1iepartment is pondering the use of
ident
Reagan said in signing the law. “And now in the
a law, passed at the height of the nation’s crack epidemic,
to pnssecute the guards. Th< Anti-Drug Abuse Act of eleventh hour of this presidency, we give a new sw'ord and
law calls for ,V)-year prison terms for using machine shield to those whose daily business it is to eliminate from
guns to commit violent crimes of any kind, whether America’s streets and towns the scourge of illicit drugs.”
Regardless of the charges they bring, piosccutors
drug-related or not.
The people who discussed the case did so on condi will have a tough fight. The law is unclear on whether
tion of anonymity because they were not authorized to contractors can be charged in the U.S., or anywhere, tor
crimes committed overseas. An indictment would send
disclose matters that are not yet public.
Justice Department spokesnuin Dean Boyd declined the message that the Justice Department believes contrac
tors do not operate with legal impunity in war zones.
to comment on the report.
To prosecute, authorities must argue that the guards
Blackwater. the largest security contractor in Iraq, was
can
be charged under a law meant to cover soldiers and
thrust into the national spotlight after the Sept. 16, 2007,
shooting. Its guards, all decorated military veterans hired military contractors. Since Blackwater works for the St.ite
to protect U.S. diplomats overseas, were responding to Department, not the milit.iry, it’s unclear whether that
a car bombing when a shooting erupted in a cnnvded law applies to its guards.
It would be the first such c.ise of its kind. The Justice
intersection.
The guards carried government-issued machine guns Department recently lost a similar case against former
and drove he.ivily armored trucks equipped with turret Marine Jose Luis Nazario Jr., who was charged in River
side, Ckilif, with killing four unarmed Iraqi detainees.
guns.
Further complicating the case, the State Department
Blackwater insists its convoy was ambushed by insur
gents. Witnesses said the guards were unprovoked. When promised several Blackwater guards limited immunity
the shooting subsided, Nisoor Square was littered with in exchange for their sworn statements shortly after the
dead bodies and blown-out cars. Weeks later, amid a shooting. Prosecutors will need to show that they did not
growing ftiror over the shooting, thejustice IJepaitment^ rely oiv those statements in building their case.
Matt A pu zzo

Wire Editor: Cassandra J. Carlson

Christmas tree lights up D.C.

J . S C O T T A P P L E W U IT K

a s s o c ia t e d p r e s s

The National Christmas Tree, near the W hite House in Wash
ington, is illuminated during a ceremony attended by Presi
dent George W. Bush and first lady l,aura Bush, Wednesday.
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Briefs

WORD ON THE STREET

“Do you think Cal Poly’s top
administrators should take pay cuts
due to the economic recession?”
“The idea should be looked
upon. If students are struggling
they should find different alterna
tives and pay cuts should be one
of them."
-Ryan Shotwell,
agricultural business senior

“Yes, because .Baker gets a
check to help pay for his hous
ing and his salary has at least
doubled."
-Clay Glaspey,
industrial engineering senior

“Top administration should take
pay cuts because it would be a
more responsible use of mon
ey."
Tom Rose,
civil engineering senior

“Yes, because I think they make
more than enough money and
there is not much competition
at that level so pay isn’t com
petitive. The primary focus of
college is education."

State

National

International

SACRAM ENTO (AP) —
Voters h.ive approved an ini
tiative backed by Cîov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger to create a bipar
tisan commission to redraw Cali
fornia’s legislative districts.
Secretary of State Debra Bo
wen’s office is reporting that
Proposition 11 has a lead of nearly
200,(100 votes after counties cer
tified their election results this
week.
Schwarzenegger has sought to
change the way California’s heav
ily gerrymandered legislative and
congressional districts are drawn
since he took office in 2003, but
two previous attempts failed.
The governor raised millions
for this year’s measure, and claimed
victory on Nov. 3 despite the close
race. Bowen’s office reports that
supporters had 5.95 million votes
to 5.76 million for opponents. Bo
wen is scheduled to certify the re
sults on Dec. 13.
• • •
SAN D IEG O (AP) — The
teenage son of former California
Assembly Speaker Fabian Nunez
and three other men pleaded not
guilty Thursday to murder in the
stabbing death of a college student
as prosecutors shied away from
calling the attack the work of a
criminal street gang, a character
ization that carries stifTer punish
ments.

ALLENTOWN, Pa. (AP) —
A woman is suing a Bennsylvania
sports bar and restaurant, saying she
got stuck inside a toilet how'l for
20 minutes after the seat broke.
Kathleen Hewko of Delran
Township, N.J., says she was in
the bathroom at Starters Pub near
Allentown when the handicapped
toilet seat she was sitting on
cracked and dumped her into the
bowl.
Hewko says in her lawsuit filed
in federal court in November that
she had hip surgery prior to the
Nov. 19, 2006, incident and was re
injured when the seat broke.
The law-suit names Starters and
Kohler C.o., the company that
made the toilet seat.
Representatives from both
companies said they couldn’t com
ment.

HEBRON, West Bank (AP)
— Israeli soldiers and police stormed
a disputed building in the biblical
city of Hebron on Thursday, drag
ging out 250 young settlers in a raid
meant to send a w-arning to Jewish
extremists fighting to keep what
they see as God-promised land.
But activists responded with a
wave of attacks on Israeli forces and
I’alestinians in the West Bank, even
as Israeli politicians and some settler
leaders denounced them.

• • •

DALLAS (AP) — President
Ceorge W. Bush and first lady Laura
Bush have bought a home among
business leaders and prominent
Republican donors in an affluent
North I )allas neighborhood, w here
they will live after the president
leaves office in January-.
Laura Bush’s press secretary, Sally
McDonough, said Thursday that
the Bushes purchased a home in the
Preston Hollow- area, w here some of
the state’s wealthiest residents live in
some of its most e.xpensive houses.

• • •

U N ITED NATIONS (AP)
— C'oimtries around the world are
looking to Barack Obama for lead
ership in reaching a global" climate
treaty- next year, but no nation will
he able to singlehandedly deliver a
final agreement, a senior U.N. of
ficial said Thursday.
Robert Orr, assistant secretarygeneral for policy coordination
and strategic planning, said the
president-elect’s comments on the
need to address climate change
have raised “a lot of hope” — par
ticularly at a time w hen some gov
ernments are talking about delay
ing their ertorts to curb emissions,
partly because of the economic
crisis.
“The fact that the United States
seems to he visibly moving in the
other direction is a very hopeful
sign for the negotiation,” Orr told
a news conference.

C linton scram bles to reduce cam paign debt

William Domhart
mechanical engineering junior

Beth Fouhy
sssonAiin iki ss

COMPILED AND PHOTOGRAPHED BY ALEX KACIK
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Building Partnerships, Creating Choices
Attention Students!!
Need that little extra something for your dorm or apartment}
Achievement 1louse th iik stoics feature nently-uscd items that ate har^^ins for
smart shoppers. We otfet an array of basic items horn men and women clothing,
house wares and kitchen appliances, furniture. lt<Ktks. C!l)s and more.

We also need donations, so please don’t throw out that slightly
used computer, computer desk, chair, kitchen wares, clothing,
toaster oven, microwave and much more.
V'isit or drop oHFu n ir rax deductible donations at tHir Best Buy’s .Viorro Bav thrift store
at 7.50 Morro Bay Blvd. and/or our B.ise H.irgain thrift store and retail nursery ItK'ared
directly behind (,'uesta ( 'ollc-ge.

Achiej'ement House is a non-profit orgamztition dedicated to
providing vocational and community living services to adults with
disabilities since 1957.
Morro Bay-'^2.6766
Main Base- S43.9446
www.achievemcnthouse.org

'‘Turning Disabilities into Possibilities''

With just weeks before President
elect Barack Obama is sworn in. his
choice for secretary of state, Hillary
Rodham Cdinton, is scramhling to
reduce massive campaign debt be
fore federal ethiCA rules prohibit her
from doing so.
Clinton and her husband, former
President Bill C'linton, will he.idline
a iiKijor debt mtirement event in
New York I )ec. 15 with “Ugly Bet
ty” star America Ferrera as master of
cea'-monies. Tickets range from $50
to $1 ,IHM>, w ith top donors earning a
premium seat and a backstage photo
with the former first lady.
edinton also plans to sell a chil
dren’s book, titled “Da'ams Taking
Flight” by author Kathleen Krull,
abtjut her pioneering candidacy.
Clinton’s nuither, I )orothy Rodham,
planned to send an e-mail to sup
porters later this week asking them
to purchase the book to help raise
funds to pay down Cdinton’s debt.
(Tn Tuesd.iy, a day after Obama
announced she would serve as his
top diplomat. Bill Cdinton signed an
e-mail to supporters asking them to

send a note of congratulations to his
wife and including a link for con
tributing to her debt retirement
The urgency is rooted in the size
of the New York senator’s unpaid
bills and the fundraising restrictions
she will face once she joins Obama’s
e.ibinet.
At the beginning of November,
Cdinton owed S7.5 million to vendt>rs from her failed presidential bid,
according to campaign finance a*cords. The largest share of the debt
— about S5.3 million — is owed to
the polling firm of Mark lY-nn, the
Clintons’ longtime political strate
gist. She owes hundreds of thou
sands of dollars for printing, equip
ment rental, phone banks and other
services.
Cdiiiton has slowly been trininiing
the debt since suspending her cam
paign last June, partly- with Obama’s
help. But her fundraising efTorts w-ill
be curtailed if she is confirmed as
secretary- of state and becomes cov
ered by the Hatch Act, which a-gulates political involvement by federal
employees.
A 2(M)1 advisory tipjnion by the
federal Office of Special Coun
sel said a federal employee with a

campaign debt would he prohibited
from “personally soliciting, accepting
or receiving political contributions.”
That means (dinton’s political com
mittee could keep raising money to
pay off her creditors, hut without her
direct involvement.
* The lack of access to Cdintoii
could pose a disincentive for donors,
said Sheila Krumholz, director of
the Center for Responsive Folitics.
which tracks political donations.
“IVople write a cheek to get
into the room with a candidate or
governnient oflieial. If she’s legallybarred from fundraising, the No. 1
mason for giving has been removed,”
Krumholz said. “It’s like attending a
wedding and the bride isn’t there.”
The advisory opinion does al
low the former candiilate to appear
briefly at fundraising events and
thank donors. That Restriction could
suit Cdintoii well, according to some
of her top bundlers who say neither
she nor her husband has ever been
good at asking for donations.
But none of the Hatch Act rules
apply until ('linton is confirmed, so
theR*’s an opportunity- for people ea
ger to get some face time with the
incoming secretary of state.
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Democrats want a more assertive Obama

MARTINEZ MONSIVAIS ASSOCIATED PRESS

President-elect Barack Obama and Commerce Secretary-designate New Mexico Gov. Bill
Richardson take part in a news conference in Chicago, Wednesday.
Jim K uhnhenn
ASSOCIAIED PRESS

1)emocrats are gmwing impatient with President-elect Barack
Obama’s refusal to inject himself in the major economic crises
confronting the country.
tibama has sidestepped some policy questions by saying there
is only one president at a time. But the dodge is wearing thin.
“He’s going to have to be more assertive than he’s been,’’
House Financial Services Cxmimittee C'hairman Barney Frank,
1)-Mass., told consumer .idvocates Thursday.
Frank, who has been dealing with both the bailout of the fi
nancial industry and a proposed rescue of Detroit automakers, said
Obama needs play a more significant role on economic issues.
“At a time of great crisis with mortgage foreclosures and autos,
he says we only have one president at a time,” Frank said. “I’m
afraid that overstates the number of presidents we have. He’s got
to remedy that situation.”
Obama has maintained one of the most public images of any
president-elect. He has held half a dozen press confea*nces, where
he has entertained question after question about the economy, the
mortgage crisis, and the Hailing auto industry. But he has meticu
lously avoided dictating policy or pressing members of C'ongress
to embrace specific remedies.
Frank’s remarks came as the Bush administration considers
whether it needs the second half of the $7(K) billion of theTmubled Asset Relief Program aimed at helping the financial sector
befoa* Obama takes oHice on Jan. 20.

An Obama ofricial said the
Bush administration reached
out to the transition team
about tapping into the money.
The ofricial, .speaking on the
condition of anonymity be
cause of the sensitivity of the
talks, said C^bama’s transition
team urged the administration
to talk to bipartisan congres
sional leaders and assemble a
meeting between the White
House and C'ongress.The of
ficial said the Obama team
ofrered to participate in a bi
partisan meeting if it would
be helpful.
Earlier this week, Obama
was asked whether he wor
ried that Treasury Secretary
Henry Paulson might begin
spending the next insLillment
of the money before he as
sumes the presidency. Obama

demurred.
“Until Secretary Paulson indicates publicly that he’s drawing
down the second tranche, the second half of the TARP money,
it would be speculation on my part to suggest that that money’s
going to be used up,” he told reporters at a Chicago news confer
ence Wednesday.
C')bania did stress that a significant component
-‘i.of the ftind should be used to reduce the number
of foreclosures. But he did not specify a particular
remedy.
He also declined to take a stand in a debate over
the source of money for an auto loan package. The
dispute has divided Democrats and hindea-d prog
ress on assistance for the industry. At issue is whether
to take money ftxim the $7(K) billion designated for
the financial sector or to take it from a previously
approved loan aimed at manufacturing more energy
efficient cars.
“I think it’s premature to get into that issue,”
C')bama said at the conference.
Hundreds of Hancock courses fulfill your Cal Poly
Presidents-elect typically spend the transition
lower-division graduation requirements. The enrollment
period a.ssembling their cabinets, their White House
fee is just $20 a unit ($60 fora typical 3-unit class).
staff and preparing to take the reins of power. But
E x a m p le s o f o n lin e classe s a v a ila b le
this transition is occurring at an extraordinary time,
b e g in n in g J a n u a ry 2009:
with bad economic news mounting by the day and
with one of the country’s major industries begging
for a hand to keep tfoiii collapsing.
Cal Poly Course
AHC Equivalent

"Stillneecla
winter class?
Take it online from

Allan Hancock College!

Good cheer may spread
itself, a study suggests
Maria Cheng
ASStXIATED WEXS

When you’re smiling, the whole
world really does snule with you.
A paper being published Friday in
a British medical journal concludes
that happiness is contagious — and
that people pa.ss on their gtxxl cheer
even to total strangpn.
American reseaahers who tracked
more than 4,7(K) people in Framing
ham, Mass., as part of a 20-year heart
study also found the transferred hap
piness is good for up to a year. ^
“Happiness is like a stampede,”
said Nicholas C'hristikis, a profes.sor
in Harvanf University’s sociokigy de
partment and co-author of the study.
“Whether you’re happy depends not
just on your own actions and behav
iors and thoughts, but on those of
people you don’t even know.”
While the study is another sign
of the power of social networks, it
ran through 2(K)3, just before the
rise of social networking Web sites
like Friendster, MySpace and F.uebook. C'hristiakis couldn’t say for sure
whether the effect works online.

Two Democratic senatyrs involved in tiy'ing to salvage the
auto companies have said Obama could help move the process
along and should become more engaged.
“The C)bama team has to step up,” Sen. Christopher I )odd.
chairman of the Senate Banking C'ommittee and one of the lead
negotiators, said Nov. 21 in Hartford, ('onn.“In the minds of the
people, this is the Obama administration. I don’t think we can
wait until January 20.”
Two days later. Sen. ('arl Levin of Michigan, a point man in
helping his state's main industry, called on Obama to help resolve
the dispute over money for the auto loan package.
“It would be very helpful if the president-elect would become
more involved in resolving the issue over the source of the funds
he said.“l want him to offer his assistance. 1le is a person who can
really bring people together.”
Frank, shrewd and quick-witted, also poked tun at Obamas
calls for a “post-partisan” governing envirevnment in Washingtsin
Frank predicted that regulatory legislation aimed at preventing
abuses related to subprime mortgages and credit cards stovivi
much better chance next year, when Democrats have greater ma
jorities in the House and Senate.
“It is a grave mistake to assume that parties are irrelevant to
this process,” he said.“My one difference with the president-elect,
about whom I am very enthusiastic, is when he talks about being
post-partisan.
“Having lived with this very right wing Republican group
that runs the House most of the time, the notion oftiyang to deal
with them as if we could be post-partisan gives me post-partisan
depression,” Frank said.

“This t>pe of technology enhances
your contact with friends, so it should
support the kind of emotional conta
gion we observed,” he said.
('hristakis and co-author James
Fowler, of the University of California
in San I)iego, are old hands at study
ing social networks. They previously
found that obesity and smoking habits
spread scKially as well.
For this study, published in the
British journal BMJ, they examined
quc'stionnaires that asked people to
measure their happiness.
They found distinct happy and
unhappy clusters significantly bigger
than would be expected by chance.
Happy people tended to be at the
center of social networks and had
many friends who were also happy.
Having friends or siblings nearby in
creased people’s chances of being up
beat.
Happiness spread outward by three
degrees, to the friends of friends of
friends.
Flappy spouses helped, too, but not
as much as happy friends of the s.ime
gender. Experts think people, par
ticularly woman, take emotion4 l epes
from people who Knik like tltehi. '.

Christakis and Fowler estimate that
each happy friend boosts your own
chances of being happy by 9 percent.
Having grumpy friends decreases it by
about 7 percent.
But It also turns out misery don’t
love company; Happiness seemed to
spread more consistently’ than un
happiness. But that doesn’t mean you
should drop your gloomy friends.
“Every friend increases the prob
ability that you’re at the center of a
network, which means you are more
eligible to get a wave of happiness,”
Fowler said.
Being happy also brings other
benefits, including a protective effect
on your immune system so you pro
duce fewer stress hormones, said An
drew Steptoe, a psychology professtir
at University College London who
was not involved with the study.
But you shouldn’t assume you can
make yourself happy just by making
the right friends.
“To say you can manipulate who
your friends are to make yourself
happier would be going too far,” said
Stanley Wasserman, an Indiana Univppiity statistician who studies social
netV^xirks:' \
V ^

.

ANT 201 (CP GE D 3 ) ........................... ANTHRO 102
ANT 250 (CP GE B 2 ) .......................... ANTHRO 101
ART 111 (CP GE C3).................................. ART 101
CHEM 110 (CP GE B3&4)......................... CH EM 110
ECON 201 (CPGE D2)................................ BUS 121
ECON 222 (CPGE D2)..............................ECON 101
E S 1 14 (CP USCP)..................................... ECS 116
E S 1 14 (CP USCP)..................................... SOC 120
GEOG 150 (CP GE D 3 ) ............................ GEOG 102
KIN E250 (CPGE D 4).............................. H ED 100
MATH 1 1 8 (CPGE B l) ............................. MATH 131
M U 120 (CP GE C 3 )............................... MUSIC 100
PHIL 126 (CP GE A 3 ).............................PHILOS 114
PSY 202 OR 201 (CP GE D 4 ).................... PSYCH 101
SOC 1 1 0 (CPGE D 3 ) ................................. SOC 101
SOC 218 (CPGE D 2 ) ................................. BUS 141
STAT 217,218,221 OR 251 (CPG EB1)..........MATH 123
ENGL 134 (CP GE A 1) .............................. ENGL 101
ENGL 148 (CP GE A 3 ).............................. ENGL 103
(Not for engineering studenn)

For a complete list of Allan Hancock College
spring 2009 online and onsite courses,
go to www.hancockcolleqe.edu and select
Un ive rsity Programs from the left column.
The AHC spring semester runs January through
May 2009 (some classes end sooner).

Register online
n o w th ro u g h D ec 2 3 ,2 0 0 8 , a n d Jan 2 - 1 4 ,2 0 0 9

Classes begin January 26,2009
.ALLAN
HANCOCK
'c o l l e g e
A California public community college
800 South College Drive, Santa Maria
to ll-fre e 1 -8 6 6 D IA L A H C ( 342- 5242) e x t. 3 3 6 3

Cal Poly offers entertainment before winter break
J en n ifer T itc o in b
M lM A N li DAIIV

liimdlf up in your scarves and mittens and make your
hot cocoa, because the holiday season is here. Look no fur
ther than the Cal Poly campus for a little Imliday spirit.
The December event line up will help add merry to your
Cdiristmas season.
t. P oinsettia Sale

(kil I’oly’s annual poinsettia sale runs until the end of the
quarter. It features over 2,500 plants. Students of the Poin
settia Agricultural Enterprise Project started growing the
plants in spring and sell them for the holidays at the Poly
Plant Shop. They are also available at the C'ampus Markets.
“ We have some really fun unique varieties that can’t be
touiid m Stores — we have oranges and pinks as well as the
classic reds and whites everybody enjoys,” said environmen
tal horticulture senior I isa Segler. Prices range from $0 to
SOO and sizes range from 4-inch pots to poinsettias as tall
as four feet.
The plant shop will be open every day except Suiul.iy
from 10 a.1 1 1 . to 5 p in. Poly Plant Shop open house is Dec.
5. “ I hey're showcasing holidav plants and other ('al Poly
products like honey to support the Ag department,” Segler
said.
A M odern
G ospel
C'hristnias

I louse
of
Prayer Cduirch
is hosting their
llth
annual
.il: : : .'' .
(Christmas (iosCOl^RTFSV PHOTO
pel concert. The
“A Modern Ctospel C'.hristmas” will be
concert
will fea
held on Dec. 5 al the PAC.
ture House of
Pniyer’s gospel choir and a six-piece band.
“ It’s like no other event that is happening on the ('en tral C'oast m that we mix gospel songs and some C'hristmas
songs and fuse it together m a way that is not really seen
here in this area too often,” said Kevin Ciridiron, music di
rector for House of Prayer Church. ¡Expect a hand clap

ping, foot stomping good time.”
The event will be held at the Christopher Cohan Per
forming Arts Center Friday, Dec. 5 at S p.ni. Tickets are
$25.
3» Cal Poly
C h oirs’
C hristm as
C elebration

Ehe C]al Poly
Choirs will be
performing their
annual C'hrist
COURIKSY PHOTO
nias C\*lebration
The Cal Poly C'hoirs will unite for their
1)ec. ti. The Uni
annual C^hristmas concert on Dec. 6.
versity Singers,
Polyphonies and
The Early Music Ensemble will be accompanied by the Ckil
Poly Brass Ensemble. A Capella group Take It SLO and C'al
Poly’s Barbershop (.Quartets will also perform.
Ckil Poly composer Meredith Brammeier will debut a
new song “A C'hristnias 1 ullaby” performed by the PolyPhonics.
The slunv is Saturd.iy, Dec. (> at S p.ni. in Harmon Hall
ot the Cdinstopher C'ohan Performing Arts Center. Student
tickets are SB* and general are $17 and $20.

The performance will feature 70 dancers all from the
San Luis Obispo area. Their ages range from 4 to S4, Lon
don said.
“ It has ballet, ballroom dance, swing dance it has comedy
it has touching moments, it has everything,” London said,
lit will get you in the holiday mood quickly and get you
into the holid.iy spirit.”
Pertormances will be held at Spanos Theatre Saturday,
Dec. 6 at 2 p.m. and 7 p.ni. and Sunday, Dec. 7 at 2 p.m.
Tickets range from $1K- $33.
3* T he Joyous Sounds o f C hristm as

The Vocal Arts Ensemble will be perform ing‘The joyous
Sounds of Cdiristmas’ Sunday, Dec. 7 at 3 p.m. at the Cdiristopher Clohati Performing Arts CA-nter. The choir will sing
traditional carols as well as C'hristmas songs from around
the world.
6 . T he N utcracker

The Chvic Ballet of San Luis Obispo will be present
ing ‘The Nutcracker’ at the C^hristopher C!ohan Perform
ing Arts C'enter. r i l e ballet has been performed m San Luis
Obispo for over 3(> years. The performances are Saturd.iy,
Dec. 13 at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. and Sunday, Dec. I 4 at 2 p.m.
and 6 p.m. Tickets range from $25 to $41.

7. Forbes l*ipe Organ Holiday C oncert and Sing-A Iong

4 . ‘T he
12 Days o f
C hristm as’

Ballet The
atre San L.uis
Obispo will be
presenting their
performance of
‘The 12 Days of
Christmas’ Dec.
Twelve Days o f C'hristmas” on Dec. 7.
6-7.
“This is the
tilth year that we are doing the production. It is a full length
holiday production; it includes ‘Winter C oncerto’ and ‘Le
Patineurs,’ which is a ballet within a ballet and ‘The 12 days
of C'hristnias.’ It is all told through dance,” said Blair Lon
don assistant director of Ballet Theatre San Luis C')bispo.

V

The Vocal Arts Ensemble, C'entral C'oast Cdiildren’s
C'hoir and University organist Paul Woodring will perform
at the second annual event. The concert is interactive and
all audience members are invited to participate.“ People ac
tually have the opportunity to stand up and sing along to
carols and tunes they are familiar with and kind of help
celebrate the holid.iy season,” said Melody Klemiti of the
Pertorniing Arts CAMiter. “ From experiencing last year it re
ally is a remarkable feeling and sound when you are sitting
there singing along with roughly a thousand other people
to C'hristmas carols there is just something heart warming
about it.”
The performance will be held Sunday, Dec. 21 at 3 p.m.
at the C'hristopher C'ohan Performing Arts C'enter. Tick
ets are $12 and proceeds will benefit the Performing Arts
Center’s Youth Outreach program and the two community
choirs participating.

______________

Vtheatre /

/

Located a t 8 1 7 Palm St.
D o w n to w n n ea r th e m ission
Happy Go-Lucky (R)
Fri: 4:15,6:45,9:15
Sat: 4:15,9:15

Noble Son (R)
Fri, Mon Thurs: 4:15, 7:(J0
Sat: 1:30,4:15, 7:00. 9:15
Sun: 1:30,4:15, 7:00

The Boy in the
Striped Pajamas (PG-t 3)
Fri, Mon Thurs 4:15. 7:00
Sat: 1:30, 4-15, 7:00, 9:15
Sun 1.30,4 15,7:00

The Secret Life of Bees (PG-13)
‘ r Mon ihuf; 7 00
' I t .,un 1:30, 7:00
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visit mustangdaily.net
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New J.K . Rowling book goes on sale around the world
Ben M cConville
ASSiX'IAl ED PRESS

EDINBURGH, Scotland —
The latest magical tome by J.K.
Rowling has started to fly off
bookstore shelves.
Rowling launched “The Tales
of Beedle the Bard” on Thursday
with a tea party for 2(X) school
children at the National Library of
Scotland in Edinburgh, where she
lives.
The author is donating royalties
fixmi the book to a charity, which
hopes it will raise millions to help
vulnerable children.
Recession-hit booksellers hope
the book — a collection of five fa
bles mentioned in Rowlings saga
about boy wizard Harry Potter —
will give them a festive boost

“We expect it to come straight
in at No. 1 and is very likely to be
our No. 1 book this Christmas,”
said Jon Howells of Britain’s Waterstone’s book store chain. “It’s in
with a fighting chance of being the
best-selling book of the year, even
though there are only a few weeks
to go.
“This is J.K. Rowling. None of
the usual rules apply,” he said.
“Beedle the Bard” is being pub
lished Thursday in more than 20
countries, with a global print run
of almost 8 million. But is generat
ing only a fraction of the fanfare
that greeted the Potter novels.
Rowling is donating her royal
ties to the Children’s High Level
Group, a charity she co-founded
to support institutionalized chil
dren in Eastern Europe. The book
is published on behalf of the
charity by Harry Porter’s tradi
tional publishers — Scholastic
in North America and Blooms
bury elsewhere.
Rowling, whose Harry Pot
ter books have sold more than
4(K) million copies and been
traaslated into 67 languages,
wrote the Beedle tales after fin
ishing “Deathly Hallows” last
year.
’
One of the stories, “The Tale
O f The Three Brothers,” is re

counted in “Deathly Hallows,” in
which the story'book helps Harry
and his friends defeat evil Lord
Voldeniort.
Rowling has described “The
Tales of Beedle the Bard” as a dis
tillation of the themes found in the
Harry Potter books, calling it her
goodbye to a world she lived in for
17 years.
The book was initially pro
duced last year in an edition of
seven handwritten copies. Six were
given away by Rowling as gifts, and
one was bought by Internet retailer
Amazon at an auction for almost 2
million pounds ($,^ million).
Rowling told the schoolchil
dren at the. launch that she pub
lished the book after complaints
fiom readers over the sale.
“There was quite a lot of high
feeling from Harry Potter fans that
only someone who had 2 million
pounds could afford to read the
book,” she said. “1 thought: ‘fair
point,’ so 1 thought I’ll publish it
and then the charity can have that
money too.”
Rowling read a passage fixim the
tales to her young audience, which
was given free copies of book.
Amazon is printing 1(X),(XX)
copies of a leather-bound collec
tors’ edition priced at 50 pounds,
or $1(X) in the United States.
DAVID CHESKIN ASSOCIATED

pr ess

Author J.K. Rowling reads to around 200 schoolchildren at a tea
party in the Parliament Hall Edinburgh Thursday Dec, 4, 2008,
where she read pas.sages from her new book “The Tales o f Beedle
the Bard”.
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Folk music, civil rights
requests dismissal [
j q
jj
Rom an Polanski
o f sex charge

Polly A nd erson
ASS(K lA lT D PRESS

Linda D e u tsc h
\S S ()( IATI 1) I>K1 SS

l.OS ANC'iLLLS — Lawyers
tor tilni director Roman Polan
ski. a fugitive in France for 30
years in a notorious t^ilifornia
sex case, filed a request Tuesd.iy
to dismiss the charge against him
due to prosecutorial and judicial
misconduct.
The motion alleges that a
documentary film about Polan
ski released earlier this year re
vealed “a pattern of misconduct
and improper conmumications”
between the district attorney’s
office and the judge in Polanski’s
case.
“This case serves as a clas
sic example of how our justice
system can be abused, and de
fendants’ rights trampled, by an
unholy alliance between courts
and criminal prosecutors,” said a

ASSOCIATED PRESS

statement from attorneys Chad
Flummel and Brad Dalton. Dal
ton IS the son of attorney Doug
Dalton, who represented Polan
ski m the original case.
Poland-born Ikdanski, 75, has
been living in self-imposed ex
ile from the United States since
see Polanski, page 11
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NEW YORK — Odctta’s moniimciit.il voice rang
out in August 1063 when she sang “I’m on My Way”
at the historic March on Washington, where Martin
Luther King g.ive his“ l H.ive a Dream” speech.
She had hoped to perform again in Washington
next month when Barack Obama is inaugurated as the
nation’s first black president. But the acclaimed folk
singer, who influenced generations of niiisieians and
W . I S an icon in the civil rights struggle, died Tuesd.iy
after battling heart disease. She was 77.
In spite of failing health, Odetta performed 60 con
certs in the List two years, and her singing ability never
diminished, manager Doug Yeager said.
“The power would just come out of her like people
wouldn’t believe,” he said.
She was admitted to Lenox Flill Hospital with kid
ney failure about three weeks ago, Yeager said in con
firming her death.
With her ckassically trained voice and spare gui
tar, Odetta gave life to the songs by workingmen and
skives, farmers and miners, housewives and washer
women, blacks and whites.
First coming to prominence in the 1950s, she inHueneed Harry Belafonte, Joan Baez, Bob Dylan and
other superstars of the folk music boom.
An Odetta record on the turntable, listeners could
close their eyes and imagine themselves hearing the
sounds of spirituals and blues as they rang out from
a weathered back porch or aro'und a long-vanished
campfire a century before.
“What distinguished her from the start was the me
ticulous care with which she tried to re-create the feel
ing of her folk songs; to understand the emotions of a
convict in a convict ditty, she once tried breaking up
rocks with a sledge hammer,’’ Time magazine wrote
in 1960.
“She is a keening Irishwoman in ‘Foggy Dew,’ a
chain-gang convict in ‘Take This Hammer,’ a deserted
lover in ‘Lass from the Low Country,”’Tinie wrote.
Odetta called on her fellow blacks to “take pride in
the history of the American Negro.” When she sang
at the March on Washington — along with Baez, Dy
lan, Josh White and Betcr, Haul and Mary — “Odetta’s
great, full-throated voice carried almost to Capitol
Hilk ’The New York Times said.
“I’m not a real folk singer,” she told The Washing
ton Post m 1983."! don’t mind people calling me that,
but I’m a musical historian. I’m a city kid who has ad
mired an area and who got into it. I’ve been fortunate.
With folk music, I can do my teaching and pre.uhing,
my propagandizing.”
While she hoped to sing at C3bama’s inauguration,
she had not been orticially invited,Yeager said. Her last
big concert was on Oct. 4 at San Francisco’s Colden
(iate Park, where she performed in front of tens of
thousands at the Hardly Strictly Bluegrass festival. She
also performed Oct. 25-26 in Toronto.
In 1999, she was honored with a National Medal of
the Arts. Then-President Bill Clinton said her career
showed “us all that songs have the power to change the
heart and change the world.”
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Folk performer Odetta sings at the New Orleans Jazz
Festival in this 1978 file photo.

She
was
nominated for a
1963
Cîranimy
awards for best
folk
recording
for “Odetta Sings
Folk Songs.” Two
more
Crainmy
n o 111 i n a t i o n s
came in recent
years, for her
1999 “Blues Ev
erywhere I C o”
and her 2005 al
bum “Coiiiia Let
It Shine.”
Among her no
table early works
were her 1956
STUART RAMSON ASSOCIATED PRESS
album
“CTdetta
Sings Ballads and Odetta arrives to the “Salute to
Blues,” which in the Blues” concert at Radio City
cluded such songs Music Hall in this Friday, Feb.
as “Muleskinner 7, 2003 file photo taken in New
Blues” and “Jack York. Odetta, the folk singer
O’
1)iamonds”; with the powerful voice who
and her 1957 “At moved audiences and influenced
the (iate of Florn,” fellow musicians for a half-cen
which
featured tury, died Tuesday Dec. 2, 2008.
the popular spiri She was 77.
tual “He’s (iot the
Whole World in His Hands.”
Fier 1965 album “Odetta Sings Dylan” included
such standards as “Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right,”
’’Masters of War” and “The Times They Are ACihangin’.”
In a 1978 Playboy interview, Dylan said, “the first
thing that turned me on to folk singing was Odetta.”
He said he found “just something vital and personal”
when he heard an early album of hers in a record store
as a teenager. “Right then and there, I went out and
traded my electric guitar and amplifier for an acousti
cal guitar,” he said.
Belafonte also cited her as a key influence on his
hugely successful recording career, and she was a guest
singer on his I960 album,“ Belafonte Returns to C!arnegie Hall.”
She continued to record in recent years; her 2001
album “Looking for a Flome (Thanks to l.eadbelly)”
paid tribute to the great blues singer to whom she was
sometimes compared.
Born (Tdctta Holmes in Birmingham, Ala., in 1930,
she moved with her family to Los Angeles at age 6. Her
father had died when she was young and she took her
stepfather’s last name, Felious. Hearing her in glee club,
a junior high teacher made sure she got music lessons,
but Odetta became interested in folk music in her late
teens and turned away from classical studies.
She got much of her early experience at the Turn
about Theatre in Los Angeles, where she sang and
played occasional stage roles in the early 195(K.
“What power of characterization and projection of
mood are hers, even though plainly clad and sitting
or standing in half light!” a Los Angeles Times critic
wrote in 1955.
Over the years, she picked up occasional acting
roles. None other than famed Hollywood columnist
Hedda Hopper reported in 1961 that she “comes
through beautifully” in the film “Sanctuary.”
In The Washington Post interview, ("Idetta theo
rized that humans developed music and dance because
of fear, “fear of Cîod, fear that the sun would not come
back, many things. I think it developed as a way of
worship or to appease something. ...The world hasn’t
improved, and so there’s always something to sing
about.”
Odetta is survived by a daughter, Michelle Esrick of
New York City, and a son. Boots Jaflfe, of Fort Collins,
('olo. She was divorced about 40 years ago and never
remarried, her manager said.
A memorial service was planned for next month,
Yeager said.
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Polanski
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Trial over Pickford Oscar opens in LA

continued from page 10

riceing in 197S after pleading guilty to having sex
with a ! 3-year-old model in Los Angeles.
Polanski was initially indicted on six felony counts
and faced up to life in prison. Instead, he pleaded
guilty to one count of unlawful sexual intercourse
with a minor and five other counts were dismissed.
Polanski, who had already been incarcerated for
a psychological diagnosis, skipped sentencing that
would have sent him hack to prison and Hed to France,
rhe judge issued a warrant for his arrest that is still in
effect.The maximum sentence was 50 years, although
prosecutors had said at the time that the typical sen
tence was 16 months to three years in prison.
Saudi Ciibbons, spokeswoman for 1)istrict Attorney
Steve CA)oley, said her office had not been served with
the motion and only heard about it through media
reports. She said the office could not take a position
until prosecutors see the legal papers.
“We’re looking forward to seeing Mr. Polanski in
Los Angeles to litigate it,” she said.
A hearing on the matter is scheduled for Jan. 21 in
Los Angeles Chiunty Superior Court.
Polanski, famed as the director of “Cdiinatown”
and “Rosemary’s liaby,” has continuecl to direct films
while in exile, including the Holocaust drama “The
Pianist,” for which he won an C^scar in 2003.
The woman with whom Polanski admitted hav
ing sexual intercourse has said she wants the charge
dropped and that Polanski should be allowed to re
turn to the United States.
The new effort to wipe out the charge comes in
the wake of an HlKf documentary,“Roman Polanski:
Wanted and Desired” in which the man w'ho pros
ecuted Polanski, retired Deputy District Attorney
Roger (iiinson, said that if he had been in Polanski’s
position, he also would have Hed the country.
The documentary also portrayed the late Superior
('o u rt judge Laurence j. Rittenband as a publicity
hound who held press conferences and engaged in
extra-judicial meetings about the case.
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L(fS ANCiELFLS — jurors deciding the fate of Oscars
awarded to silent film star Mary Pickford were treated dur
ing the trial’s opening Wednestlay to a taste of Hollywood,
complete with props, fancy visuals and a little intrigue.
Pickford was part of early Hollywood’s royalty and a
founding member of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, which presented her two Oscars over her life
time.
Fleirs of a w'oman married to Pickford’s third husband,
actor and band leader Buddy Rogers, hope to sell a statuette
given to the actress in 1930 for her role in “Coquette.” They
claim their mother, Beverly Rogers, wanted the Oscar sold
and the money donated to charity.
They also claim they are not bound to Academy restric
tions barring the sale of honorary Oscars awarded later to
Pickford and Rogers.
But the Academy has sued to stop any sale, claiming that
Pickford agreed to rules allowing the organization to pur
chase the award back for $10. They say they are trying to
protect their most important symbol.
just in case anyone needed a reminder what that is. Acad
emy lawyers had placed a pair of Oscar statuettes on a table,
the little gold men directly facing the jury box.
To explain the case — and Pickford’s importance to a
jury comprised mostly of people too young to remember her
work — Wednesday’s opening statements featured a lengthy
biography of the actress known as “America’s Sweetheart.”
Before her marriage to Rogers, Pickford was the wile of
Douglas Fairbanks, an iiiHuential actor, director and produc
er.
Academy attorney Chris Tayback likened the pair to a
contemporary power couple. “They were comparable to Brad
and Angelina jolie,” Tayback said.
To help jurors follow the story of Pickford’s life and the
journey of her Oscars, Tayback displayed photos of the ac
tress, document images complete with highlighted passages
and even a timeline onto a large screen near jurors. Fie also
played the complete presentation of an honorary (')scar given

In this March
26, 1976 file
photo, actress
Mary Pickford,
83, a star o f
Hollywood’s
silent film
era, holds the
Honorary Oscar
given to her in
recognition o f
her contribu
tions to the film
industry, at her
home in Bev
erly Hills, Calif.,
March 26, 1976.

to Pickford m 1976 in her lavish Beverly Hills home, which
was a wedding gift from Fairbanks.
it was that award — and a signature attributed to Pickford
on a document agreeing not to sell any of her Oscars — that
the Academy claims gives it the right to block any sale.
Attorneys for Rogers’ heirs said Wednesday that they will
introduce testimony casting doubt on whether Pickford ac
tually signed that agreement, and contend that Rogers’ heirs
aren’t bound to it anyway because they’re not heirs to Pick
ford’s estate.
Besides, attorney Mark Passin told jurors, the agreement
was signed after the 1976 Oscar was given to Pickford. “She
already owned the statuette,” he said, adding his contention
that made the agreement “unenforceable.”
Passin said Pickford would have likely approved of selling
her “Best Actress” Oscar and donating the proceeds to charity.
But just as in most of her movies, Pickford was silent on
the Oscars’ fate.
“No one knows what Mary Pickford would have wanted,”
Passin said.
The trial is expected to conclude next week.
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LETTERS

D o you w ear

While looking towards iny rap
idly approaching graduation date (I
will complete degree number three
from Cal Poly in June), it came to
me that 1 really have learned so
much while attending classes here.
And yet, the most valuable
knowledge did not come from a
textbook or even a PowerPoint
presentation. It is this knowledge
that 1 would like to, as an aspiring
teacher, now impart to you one
word at a time.
This week I will explore with
you a term no college student can
live without: “douchebag.”
Let us begin with a basic defini
tion. A douchebag is a male who
tries just a little too hard. But it is
not so much his over the top at
tempt to be “the shit” that m.akes
him douchey as his belief that he
.K'tually is “the shit,” when we
all know he, well... isn’t. There
are two basic types: Preppy (as in
popped collar) and Bro (as in uses
the term “bro”). Occasionally,
people confuse this type of male

with certain other male species,
including tools and assholes, so to
resolve any lingering vagueness,
I would like to add some cl.issic
douchebag signs to my definition
(girls, I hope you are taking notes).
1. PLace of CLilifornia origin ad
vertised across his chest (i.e. Nor
Cal, So (all, or (Jen Cal)
2. Sunglasses at night (especially
aviators)
3. (Obnoxiously loud plaid
shorts and/or hat
4.
Top of pants/shorts greater
than or equal to three inches away
from top of underwear (a.k.a.
intense sagging)
5. Backwards hat with brim barely
over the top of the eyebrows (bo
nus points if there is also a sticker
on this brim)
6. Too many flashy accessories
7. Surrounded by an entourage of
other, even bigger douchebags
S. Goes to work smelling like
Natty' (bonus points if it’s his first
day)

TO THE EDITOR

night?
9. Persistently educates people
on topics he mistakenly thinks
he knows more about than they
do (i.e. informing Avila lifeguards
about shark attacks)
10. TJink tops with arm holes
that go down past the top of shorts
11. Advertisement of the exact
dollar amount spent on alcohol for
his last house party
12.
The urge to remove his shirt
while iaa room full of people who
remain fully clothed
13. Abundant amount of yelling
at sports officials (bonus points it
he’s been throw n out of a game)
14. Complaints about unfair
compensation for a volunteer job
15. Abercrombie/1 lollister/ etc.
(because those collars are always
popped)*
(Tf course, not everyone every
sign indicates a douchebag every
time. But, they add up. So if you,
or that guy giving you the “Let’s go
to the Library (and I’m not talking
about Kennedy)’’ look, are flaunt
ing multiple douchebag signs, you
might want to think twice.
*While most signs are not
douchebag guarantees, a multiple
popped collar ensemble is a clear,
definite, indication of douchebageness.
Marci Palla is a public policy graduate
student and the Mustang Daily’s new
humor column. "Xlarci’s IVord of the
IVeeh” will run in this section on Fri
days and will e.xplore some of the more
important tvnaadar of college life.

send the te x t in the body o f the e-mail.
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corrections
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The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde in
publishing a daily newspaper fo r the Cal
Roly campus and the naghbonng com 
munity. W e appreciate your readership
and are thankful fo r your careful reading.
Rease send your correction suggestions

t m ustangdaily@ gm ail.com .
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model for the future.” So ian,
there is still time, get with it,
apply your conservative values
to solving global climate
change. The future of your
party depends on it.

It'll change your life."

Chad Worth

Response to “Conservatism: the
A note to Ian and other anti
ideology of indwidual responsihilscience republicans. I am what
ity”
you would consider a “progres
sive,” but I’ll admit I do hold
It is frightening that at a poly
some core-conservative values.
technic university there are
But through all of my study of
students
that think of climate
conservativism nc where have I
change as a “unproven theory
ever come across “anti-science”
supported by Hollywood and
as a core belief. The longer
liberal elites to maintain a state
you, (ieorge Bush, Sarah Palin
of fear.” O f course, climate
and countless other right-wing
change is a scientific theory,
republicans continue to not
similar to the theory of grav
accept the science of anthropo
ity and other scientific theories.
genic climate change the longer
There is alw.iys a chance it
you will continue to lose in lo
could he wrong and we con
cal. state and federal elections.
As U tah’s Kepuhlican (lovernor • tinue to use science to study
such theories, including climate
John Huntsman said a couple
change. It just so happens that
weeks ago at the Western
nearly every scientist involved
Governors Association “ If we're
in studying the climate believes
going to surv ive as a party, we
in the theory of climate change,
need to focus on the environ
and most scientists are quite
m ent...There’s a fundamental
removed from Hollywood.
tone deafness with our party
I imagine many scientists arc
when it comes to the environ
liberal to the degree it means
ment. The last place we can be
believing in individual liber
a.s a party is be viewed as the
auti-rsciejice .party.TbaLs.not.a . . . ties, bpert-tflfifth'HtitSis fifogress

and reform. Many o f these same
scientists are likely conservative
in their approach to science,
in their belief that the scien
tific method is a bedrock of
our nation’s identity and the
individual liberties our nation
represents, and in the idea that
our world is worth conserving.
—

W hy I c a n ’t b e a D e m o 
c ra t
The fundamental difference
between liberals and conserva
tives is why 1 can't be a Demo
crat. Heck, 1 can hardly stand
being a Republican. There is a
difference between selfishness
and self-interest. Both liberalism
and conserv’atism decry selfish
ness, but liberalism often attacks
self-interest as well.
1 am a conservative libertarian
because 1 believe that 1 matter
as an individual, and that I have
the right to spend the rewards of
my exertion and enterprise as my
values direct. I fear liberalism be
cause 1 perceive it as saying that
1 don’t matter — that only other
people matter, and that I should
be grateful to become a pawn in
>;omebody else’s wonderful plan
for my life. I fear that liberalism
attempts to take away my adult
hood and make me a perpetual
ward of the state.
(Jonservatism is bad when
its practitioners have bad values.
Liberalism is bad when its practi
tioners have bad values. They are
only modus operandi, and cannot
correct the darkness of the heart.
Neither can offer any sort of
guarantee. However, I choose
conservative libertarianism be
cause it treats me like an indi
vidual and an adult. I want to
make a living by helping others
become self-reliant adults as
well. Liberals talk about fixing
problems through education and
understanding, but when a prob
lem surfaces most liberals say that
people should be coerced into
doing whatever the experts claim
is best. I want to improve the
world by changing it; they want
to create a perfect sociopolitical
machine that individuals cannot
change.
E ric B a ld iw n

electrical enjgineering senior

M ichael James

Response to “Conservatism: the
ideology of individual responsibility”
Students carry a lot o f stress
during the final weeks of the
school. Especially m the quarter
system where everything goes
by so fast. What a tragedy for
such a young guy to le.ive us so
early. My heart and prayers go
out to his family and friends.
— Karen
Response to “Sophomore's death
thought to he 'natural'

\()T F :T h e Mustang Daily
features select comments that are
written in response to articles
posted online. Though not all
the responses will be printed, the
Mustang Daily will print com
ments that are coherent and foster
intellijgent discussion on a jgiven
subject.

The Mustang Daily is ^
always accepting
guest commentaries
Send your commentaries* of about
500 words (and on an original t e r t
with your year and major to "
m u s t a i i g iM y p p ii B M B ^
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Clinton cabinet pick a
shrewd political move
R ob C oniglio
C'ORNMl DAIIY SUN, (i:OKNEU U.)

I have to admit when I heard the possibility of Hillarv’
Clinton as Seca-tary of State 1 thought it was a ridicu
lous choice. Here’s Senator Clinton, who in the primary’
bragged about “coming under gunfia*’’ in liosnia and
whose “deep” foreign polic'y experience included tea
with such foreign leaders as President Obama’s foreign
policy chief Hut then 1 thought about it a little moa*
and a*alized that it is a sha*wd political choice that aims
to neutralize the Clintons and their followers within the
I lemocratic Party.
It goes without saying that Senator Cdinton is inca*dibly able and an excellent politician and that by choosing
her, Obama has eliminated the Clintons as a tha*at»to
his administration. Besides the abilitic“s that she brings to
the office, her placement within the administration givc*s
her (and by extension Bill) a*al intea*sts in seeing Obama,
succeed. As the saying goes, as Seca*tary of State, Clinton
would be moa* intea‘sted in “pissing out of the tent.”
It would also give Cdinton the opportunity to continue
building her a*sume’for a fiitua* run at the Presidency
(just imagine a Clinton setdement to Israel-Palestine is

sue, or something of that nature). Clinton would have the
opportunity to win over her skeptics in the Democratic
Party and among Americans in general by giving her a
position with high profile and high margins for succc*ss
(or failure), but also one that involves being a team player.
By inviting his bij^est (Democratic) rival into the cabi
net, Obama has put action behind his promise of a “team
of rivals” administration.
Beyond the sheer politics of a Clinton pick, 1 think
that it fits into Obama’s negotiating strategy. We have seen
it already with the choice of Biden for VP and Emman
uel for Chief of Staff. When Obama has “attack dogs”
as his chief advisers, he gets to play the nice guy. With
Clinton as Secretary of State, a similar dynamic of “good
cop, bad cop” can emerge in U.S. negotiations with the
world. Such a dynamic can play into U.S. policy interests
by forcing concessions from foreign leaders so as to pre
vent President Obama from appearing to cater to foreign
interests. So although Obama may meet with leaders we
^iislike, they’ll also have to meet with Secretary Clinton
first, and we all should be bc'tter for it.
Rob Conii^b'o is a columnist for the Cornell I'Xiily Sun at Cor
nell Uniirrsity.

■ Detailed description setting the an archaic stereotype (“Most men
scene for a male-female romantic actually like committed relation
or sexual interaction, ending in ships!”; “Most women actually like
failure to obtain an assumed goal sex!”), but presented as new and
on the part of one or both par innovative additions to modern
ties. Rhetorical question as an at thought. No acknowledgement of
tempt to force the reader to relate specifically abstinent or non-het
to the previously described situa erosexual experiences.
tion (“ Has this ever happened to
Three suggested solutions to
you?”).
problem addressed in opening sce
Generalizing statement con nario: two that reflect opposite ex
cluding that both assumed goal tremes, and one that is outrageous.
and cause o f failure in obtaining Report of pros and cons for op
said goal are common among audi posite extremes, with an attempt
ence’s peers (or, for the truly bold (often obviously strained on the
columnist, the world). Promise to writer’s part) to portray both op
reliev'e reader of woes with exclu tions as equally viable.
sive wisdom that can only be found
Description of outrageous so
in the following column, without lution with the underlying sug
any indication of
gestion that said
credibility or re
solution IS meant
liability on the
■—
for comedic effect
writer’s part.
and not a realistic
Use o f popU n n e ce ssary
or reasonable an
psychology
to
swer. All proffered
statement regard
solutions contain
ing the existence
analyze male and
clichés, further as
of differences be
female
psyche,
sumptions about
tween men and
gender roles, and
women, sometimes
resulting in
stolen ideas from
accompanied by an
obvious
stand-up rciutines
admission of the
or sitcoms (bonus
existence of varia
conclusions
that
points if the co
tion within each
•
median or sitcom
sex. Breakdow'ii of
usually contradict
IS critically ac
personalities with
an archaic
claimed but has a
in the sexes into
very small follow
oversimplified cat
stereotype.
egories. Filled with
ing)obnoxious and ofC' O 11 C 1U S i O II
that the reader has
ten derogatory or
the power to make
explicit slang terms
to give the writer an in-your-face his or her own decisions regarding
sexual and romantic life, presented
or pushing-the-envelope image.
Description of male and female as though the writer is generously
personalities, relying heavily on relinquishing this power. Avoidance
stereotypes and gender roles. De of claiming an opinion or prefer
spite previous acknowledgement of ence of one solution over another
individuality within the sexes, only in spite of the column’s location in
two or three categories o f person- the opinion section of the newspa
alitv’ are used to cover the entire per. Ending is either another cliché
span o f both the masculine and or a terrible pun remotely relating
feminine experiences. Use of pop- to the title of the piece.
psychology to analyze male and
female psyche, resulting m obvious Jenna Ray is an liui^lisli senior and a
conclusions that usuallv contradict Mustant’ Daily \¡uest colunimst.
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Help Wanted

For Sale

Houses for Sale

Travel

Lost and Found

Smart Car = Money Filming
pre-pilot tor a t\ -needs Smart
Car. I have great driving reeord.
ins.-Pays in eash for use 2
weeks 3/OS. Many miles (CA to
rX to LA and baek) Cash for
“rental” or poss. temp, ex
change of cars -I- cash! provided
soil have good driv ing record).
Contact if you have access/ t>\vn
car. 260-4911

7 t^iss. blue van great for surf
ing. camping, hauling. 193K
mi. lOK on rebuilt engine. AC.
Salvaged due to body damage
but in great shape. $3.750. S05471-9402.

Free List of Houses and
Condos For Sale in SIX). Call
Nelson Real Estate 546-1990
OR email steve(«'slohomes.eom

LOST “Ollie” black lab mix
Near Cal Poly 11/17. 2 years
old, medium build, very shiny,
little white on chest. REWARD
---------- (559)760-6119-------- --

Visit us at wAvu.mustangdaily.
net/elassilieds to view pictures,
older ads. and to place your ad
todav !

2 br 1 ba apt. kitch \v7 fridge,
stove. W/ d. util paid. $1750/
mo. close to school.
(501 )S37-0390

Vacation Rental in Cabo
Christmas in Cabo, December
15 thru 22 at Pueblo Bonito
Rose. Only $100/ day. Cheek
out the famous Cabo Wabo
& Giggling Marlin for great
nightlife. You will not be
disappointed! 805-748-1191

Housing

P o p C u l t u r e S h o c k T h e r a p y by Doug Bratton
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wwvv.mustangdaily.net/
classilieds or mustandaily
classilieds^gmail .com

CHECKOUT
THE PAPER

Announcements
Volunteer at Cal Poly Student
Community Services. UIJ
Room 217! (805)7.56- 5834

ONLINE

IUtliversiSBodk Exitiâiigt’

WW W .MUSTANGDAILY.NET

PARKER STREETjLAUNDRY S L O
2 0 2 0

PARKER STREET $LO (ACROSS FROM SHAfrr&FIHAL)

^1.75
Girls
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WASH

|

O P E N 7 OAVS A W EEK
O P E N A T 8 AM

• BEHER WASH
• BEHER DRY
• BEHER VALUE

Every Tues. Wed murs
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Free Wi-Ft
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MSim

by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

How the King Landed his Mascot Gig

Across

31 Little something

1 Take in

32 Equal

6 Unenthusiastic
response
14 Companion of
Hearst at San
Simeon castle

33 "Easy does it!"

59 Some porters

39 Grp. for
counselors

60 Far from macho

18 Club restriction
19 Ordinary human
beirrg

42 “Good Guys
Wear Black"
star. 1978
45 Golfer Aoki

22 Signs ot disuse
23 Btg exporter of
diamonds Abbr
24 Black Forest
resort
26 M aestro___ do
Waarl

47 Not w orth___

27 *
It Grand,
Boys" (Irish
standard)

51 Strength of

48 Private
instructor; Abbr
49 Dnnk with a
straw
50 Box; Abbr.
character
54 Literally,
“sheltered
harbor"

29 See 35-Down
30 Hostess’s
Balls

57 Mean
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mayor on
"Family Guy"
Aussie with
purple hair and
ornate glasses
Be too
reserved"?
4 Languishes
5 Stretch in a seat
6 "Easy does it'"
7 Sammy
nicknamed “The
Red Rocker"
8 1977 memoir set
at Harvard
9 Year Marcian
became emperor
10 Bud abroad
11 Open-sided
porch
12 Made a tong
story short?
13 Sisters of
Charity founder
and family
15

_ Jorge
(Azores island)

20
.. cycle
24 Chicago’s Little
Village, e g.
25 Out ot harm’s
way. in a way
27 Presently
28 Ballpark
concessionaire’s
offerings
29 Nazareth native,
eg.

1

3 8

1 Actor voicing the

46 Blood

21 Z preceder

■f-

Down

41 Not much at all

17 Dualistic deity

€> Puzzles)

61 Cultural doings
in Cádiz

40 Capital of the
Apulia region

16 Like friendship
bracelets

SU IdoIku

58 Does some body
work?

4

1

6
8 7
4

4
6 1
8
9' 6

P iu il* by Jim Pag«

34 Win
35 With 29-Across,
picnic dishes
36 Try to get dirt on.
say
37 Process of
grooming and
dressing oneself
38 Artemis or
Atalanta
42 Some chips

43 They have many
suction cups
44 Capital of the
Brittany region
48 Ones underfoot"?
49 Hardly worth
mentioning
51 Longtime La
Scala music
director

52 Church with
elders: Abbr.
53 Topping on
Mediterranean
pizza

HARD

# 9 8

Solution, ttfK, and computer program at www.sudoku.com
55 Connecting
words in logic
56 Spend, with "out"

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a
credit card. 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions; Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers; nytimes.com/leaming/xwords.

PUZZLE SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE
C O N T A C T M U S T A N G D A IL Y A D V E R T IS IN G
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Chargers re-ignite against Raiders
Herilie Wilson
\SS()( l AI I l> I'UI

SAN DllX'.O — riiL- San I )iego (!liarm.Ts liiially looked like
world-beaters.
It’s probably too late.
l.al laiiiian Ibmliiison scHired
on a 3-yard run against bis favor
ite punehiiig bag and Philip Riv
ers threw three touehdown passes,
iiu hiding a ,5‘1-yarder to Vineent
Jackson, to give the (diargers a
34-7 victory against the Oakland
Raiders on Thursd.iy night.
It was San Diego’s 1 Ith straight
win over their archrivals in a series
dating to the birth of the AI L in
19b().

ASSOCIAIFI) I’RKSS

The C'.hargers (.3-S) snapped a
three-game Icning streak and won
tor just the second tune in seven
games. Once considered favorites
to reach the Super Bowl, they’re
still going to need a miracle to reach
the playotls.They trail Denver by 2
1/2 games in the AFC West, and
the Broncos have four to play.
San 1)iego’s I )arren Sproles
caught two TD passes, l lis S7-yard
touchdown on a punt return in the
fourth quarter was called back after
rookie Antoine C'ason was called
for an illegal block in the back.
Oakland quarterback JaMarcus
Russell was intercepted twice by
linebacker Stephen trooper and also
lost a tumble, leading to 17 points
for the Cdiargers. Russell didn’t get
up right away after throwing his
second interception and was later
taken to the locker room on a cart
with an injured right ankle.
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Sports designer: Kate Nickerson

a iiv

San Diego C'hargers receiver Vincent Jackson (right) catches a pass
against Oakland Raiders cornerhack Nnamdi Asomugha on Ihursday.

Andrew Walter replaced Rus
sell at the start of the third quar
ter. Walter was intercepted by Matt
Wilhelm late in the fourth quarter.
The Raiders (3-10) reached
double digit losses for the sixth
straight year. They are 22-71 since
being routed by Tampa Bay and
former Raiders coach Jon Ciruden
in the Super Bowl in San Diego on
Jan. 26, 2003.
Tomlinson’s
T1)
midway
through the first quarter was the
137th of his brilliant eight-year ca
reer, moving him into sole posses
sion of fifth place on the career list.
1le had been tied w ith Marshall
Faulk, who was at the game work
ing for the NFl. Network.
L.T. had 01 yards on 2.5 carries.
He has 1,00() career rushing yards

and 22 total touchdowns, 10 on
‘he ground, in 16 games against the
Raiders. They are his most yards
and touchdowns against any op
ponent.
Three plays into Oakland’s first
possession, Russell fumbled as he
was being sacked by outside line
backer Shaun Phillips, and inside
linebacker Jyles Tucker recovered
at the 12-yard line. Tomlinson car
ried three straight times, scoring
untouched off left tackle fora KM)
lead.
Rivers threw an H-yard TD
pass to Sproles early in the second
quarter, capping a 1.5-play, 06-yard
drive that took H minutes, 20 sec
onds. Tomlinson and Sproles car
ried five times each and Rivers had
three carries on the drive.

Renteria
lom hiued from fuige Ki

While he was being pursued b\ three
or tour te.inis, Renteria s . i k I the ( l i ants' strong interest meant a lot to
him 111 nuking the decision.
“1 want to go where the people
want me to go. 1don’t go w here the\
don’t want me,” he said." The (uants
were interested in signing me. Fhat's
a great city to pl.iy baseball.”
Renteria will be looking to have
a better year in 2000. 1le batted .270
with 10 homers and 55 RBIs this
season ftir the 1igers, who afterward
declined their Sll million option
and gave him a S3 million buyout.
Sabean isn’t concerned about
Renteria, especially considering he
had a better second half
“We h.ive no reservations of him
being a shortstop and what he’s go
ing to do for our offense,” the (iM
said.“It’s an upgrade.”
The (iiants haven’t reached the
playofls since 2003 and were in a re
building phase last season, going 7290 while using many young players in
key roles. Having a veteran shortstop
will be a big help consideringVizquel
provided that kind of stability during
his four years with the club.
“To get somebody with his re
sume is huge for our ballclub. He’s a
winner,” manager Bruce Bochy said.
“He’s versatile as far as hitting in the
batting order. He helps solidify our
defense up the middle. This is a very
great sign for us and I couldn’t be
more excited to h.ive a player of his
caliber.”
Sabean said after the 200K season
there w.is “zero” chance the (iiants
wiHild bring back the 4 1-year-old
Vizquel despite his popularity and

still-reliable ilelense in the middle of
the infield.
"l.ver\bod\ knows ( )inar is one
ot the best shortstops in the game,”
viid the Cailombian-born Renteria.
" Iwo Latin guvs,.All-Star^. lo repl.ice
C)inar, tor me that s .in honor.”
San I rancisco also had been interesteil in Ratael Furcal, but the 33year-old Renteria certainly bec.ime
less ot a medical risk considering
Furcal — also being courteil by the
( )akl,uid .Athletics — was sidelined
tor all but 3(> games last se.ison with
the Los Angeles 1)cnlgers because of
back problems that required surgery.
With the acquisition of Rente
ria. Sabean now might look to tr.ule
talented prospect Fmnianuel Burriss
— or give Burriss more time to ilevelop and perhaps even use him at
second base.T he 23-year-old Burriss,
selected by San Francisco in the first
round of the 2006 draft, pl.iyed 95
games last season as a rookie.
Sabean said he and his statlWould
discuss not only Burriss but also mfielders Kevin Frandsen and Eugenio
Velez during next week’s winter
meetings in Las Vegas.
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MUSTANG SWIMMING INVITATIONAL
FRIDAY BEGINNING AT 10 A.M.
SATURDAY AT 9 A.M.
SINSHEIMER POOL, SAN LUIS OBISPO

u

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

UJ

$
¡2

M i B rilli’

Tneson, AZ

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 7TH
VS. UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO 2:00 P.M.
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Admission is FREE for Cai Poly Students for ali home Athletic events.
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COURI KSY I‘HOT<>

Members o f the Cal Poly Wheelmen cycling club, along with others, get off the starting line at the West Coast Collegiate Cycling Conference C>hampionships in Santa Barbara in November.
Brechan Y ohe-M ellor
M l'SIANi; DAIIS

he C'al l\)ly Whcolmcn cycling club is
spinning its wheels no longer, coasting
triumphantly to the state champion
ship in college mountain biking at the West
C'oast C'ollegiate C'ycling (x)nference ("hampionships on Nov. 16.
Although C'al Poly at one point had won
nine years in a row, this year was especially
sweet because the Mustangs finished second to
C'al the past two times.
“We really wanted to take it back and we
were able to di> so,” Wheelmen President Blake
Anton said.“I have a huge trophy sitting in my
living room, so I'm pretty excited about that.”
The competition held in Santa Barbara
wrapped up the mountain biking season with
four different types of races; cross country,
short-track cross country, downhill and dual
slalom.
Anton, an architecture junior who raced in
nearly every event, said the mad to the team s

T

“Really, the reason we took it back this year
success was p,ived with practice.
is
that
half of our officer core this year is wom
“Some of the guys, me included, ride 16 to
20 hours a week,” he said, crediting San Luis en,” said de Jong, an earth science sophomore.
CHsispo’s varied terrain for the team’s success “Last year, I kind of got the feeling from a lot of
the girls that they were kind of begging (oth
on the competition courses.
“Our technical ability and descent is re ers) to come out and race. This year, they did
__________________
a really good job
ally paramount
of encouraging
just because the
the women to
trails around San
come out aiul go
Luis are really
on the training
rocky and really
rides, and I felt
technical,” Anton
like they were
explained. “And
all actually out
we have a whole
there
because
variety' of trails
they wanted to
— anything from
be there. And
fire roads you can
— Blake Anton
they were hav
take your mom
C'al I’oly W heelmen President
ing fun and that
and dad on to
got the points
things that most
that
basically
pushed
us
over
from second the
people can’t walk up or down.”
The addition of successful women to the last few years to first this year.”
Wheelmen secretary Sally Hermansen w.is
team really propelled it to the victory, sponsor
one of those women.
ship director Menso de Jong said.

This coming year, I’m looking
at sending a full squad to road
nationals and trying to take a
national championship.

San Francisco makes
Renteria its new shortstop
Jan ie M cC auley
A.SMK lATl D PRISS

SAN fkANC:iSC:0 — Ed
gar Renteria is back in the Nation.il League, where he thinks he
belongs.
Renteria became the second free
.agent to join the San Francisco (?iants in two tiiys, receiving an $1S.5
million, two-year contract Thurs
day to replace 11 -time C»old Cilove
shortstop OmarVizquel.
A five-time NL All-Star, Rente
ria has spent II of his 13 major
league seasons in the National
League. He won a World Series ring
with the 1W7 Florida Marlins and
a pennant in 2004 with St. Louis,
but struggled during a pair of oneseason stints in the AL, with Boston
in 2(M)5 and Detroit this year.
“I played good in the National
League. I feel real comfortable,”
Renteria said on a conference call.
“Maybe I know more of the game
in the National League. It’s my type
of league. I like to play the game.
The American League is different
— you have to go for the home

ASSOCIATED PRE.SS

Fxlgar Renteria, shown March 31 as
a Detroit Tiger, signed a two-year,
$18.5-million contract with the
San Francisco Giants on Thursday.

run and wait for hitting. That’s no
excuse for what happened in the
American League, but it might be

why I’m so excited to get back to
the National League.”
Renteria gets a $2 million sign
ing bonus, $7 million next year and
$9 million in 2010.The Ciiants have
a $10.5 million option for 2011
with a $.5(K),(KK) buyout.
Ciiants general manager Brian
Sabean has had a busy week, signing
right-handed reliever Bobby How
ry to a one-year contract Wednes
day and following that up by secur
ing Renteria. The sides had all but
finalized a deal during a meeting
Wednesday.
Renteria, a career .290 hitter, was
back in Miami on Thursday after a
quick visit to San Francisco.
“We really appreciate his interest
and look forward to a relationship
that’s going to be fruitful on both
sides. 1 don’t think Edgar needs any
introduction,” Sabean said. “We’re
just thrilled to put him in our No.
2 spot in the lineup and at shortstop
and move on to other business.”
The Tigers declined to offer
Renteria salary arbitration Monday.
see Renteria, page 16

In addition to finishing first in her divi
sion, Hermansen, an aerospace engineering
sophomore, helped make a traditionally maledominated sport more inviting to women.
“We tried to make it more of a welcom
ing atmosphere this year, and really promote
the women’s team,” she said. “We had a lot
of people show' up to all the races, and it w’as
(such) a positive atmosphere (toward) every
thing.”
After such an encouraging comeback, the
team is ready to take the level of competition
up a notch, Anton said.
In FT'bruary, the team will hit the pave
ment as the road biking season begins.
“This coming year. I’m looking at sending
a full squad to road nationals and trying to
take a national championship,” Anton said.
The Wheelmen have not been to nation
als since the early 1990s, Anton said.
“It’s really nice to get people into riding,”
he said. “I think as a team, we have a lot of
potential to go on to the next level. We’re
looking to expand a little bit.”

Barden honored

NICK tlAMACHO

m u s t a n g d a il y

All-American receiver Ramses Barden, who finished his Cal Poly football ca
reer Nov. 29, poses Thursday night with his jersey at Firestone Grill, which
hung it to commemorate his accomplishments (including school career re
cords for catches and touchdowns). Other Cal Poly alumni honored by the
restaurant include Pro Football Hall o f Famer John Madden and National
Baseball Hall o f Famer O zue Smith. To find out what ESPN’s Todd MeShay
said about Barden’s NFL Draft stock, please see Monday’s Mustang Daily.

